Our growing company is looking for a FICO consultant. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

### Responsibilities for FICO consultant

- Work closely with product management to update training materials and create delta classes as new releases of the software are rolled out.
- Collate explicit and implicit feedback from training classes and provide to training content development team to improve courses and documentation.
- Proactively manage, report, and troubleshoot issues that occur while training.
- Arrange all the training related equipment/logistics (Projector, PPTs, White Board) in advance for a smooth training session.
- Ensure audience is engaged and receptive at all times.
- Ensure interactivity as required in the classroom and encourage questions to reinforce knowledge retention.
- Handle related duties as assigned.

### Qualifications for FICO consultant

- 5 years Experience with configuring scenarios in relevant SAP modules and writing functional specifications/configurations documents.
- 3 years Experience Utilizing time management techniques effectively/efficiently in order to complete multiple assignments within a scheduled time period.
- S4/HANA, Simple Finance a plus.
- FI module- General Ledger.
- CO module- Cost Element Accounting.
- Minimum of 2 years in team lead role.